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Strength and stiffness of stabilized/solidified (S/S) sediments are supposed to be degraded
by freeze–thaw cycles (FTs) when applied in constructions in cold regions. In order to reveal
the degradation mechanisms, FTs were first simulated on S/S sediments in the laboratory.
Then, macrotests including unconfined compression strength (UCS) tests and direct shear
tests were conducted on S/S sediments at different FTs to investigate the strength and
stiffness changes and microanalyses including scanning electron microscope analysis
(SEM), mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP), and nitrogen adsorption porosimetry (NAP)
to investigate the microstructure changes. Macrotests show that strength indexes decrease
gradually, stiffness parameters and brittleness increase first and then decrease, the
compaction stage of stress–strain curves diminishes first and then increases, the
decrease rate of friction angle decelerates first and then accelerates, and the decrease
rate of cohesion decelerates first and then keeps stable, for S/S sediments in FTs.
Microanalyses have precisely captured the damage chain of S/S sediments: meso and
macropores inside sediment aggregates expand gradually during FTs; as a result, sediment
aggregates are fractured and stripped off from the solidification skeleton gradually; losing
support of sediment aggregates, solidification skeletons are adjusted first and then
collapsed when sediment aggregate fracture reaches a limit value. Based on macro and
microfindings, a damage model to explain strength and stiffness degradations by
microstructure damage is successfully established. Based on the established damage
model, a reasonable idea is proposed for promoting the resistance of S/S sediments to FTs.

Keywords: stabilized/solidified sediments, freeze–thaw cycle, strength and stiffness degradation, microstructure,
sediment aggregate fracture, skeleton adjustment, skeleton collapse

1 INTRODUCTION

A big amount of dredged sediments from oceans, lakes, rivers, and ditches for navigation and
environmental purposes have been disposed in oceans or on land annually (Pinto et al., 2011; Park
et al., 2016). These disposed sediments have brought environmental pollutions and been limited or
prohibited by many countries and regions gradually (Pinto et al., 2011; Zentar et al., 2012; Fu et al.,
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2022). Meanwhile, solidification/stabilization technology used
worldwide to improve weak soils by mixing solidification
additives into weak soils is effectively applied for large-scale
resource utilization of dredged sediments (Chiang et al., 2016;
Cerny et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2018; Zentar et al., 2021; Guo et al.,
2022; Han et al., 2022). In production process of stabilized/
solidified (S/S) sediments, additives such as cement, lime, fly
ash, epoxy resin, MgO-bearing binder, and geopolymer ,etc. are
added into and mixed with sediments (Zentar et al., 2012; Wang
et al., 2013, 2021; Anagnostopoulos, 2015; Chen et al., 2021; Zhu
et al., 2021). Stable structures including solidification skeletons
and sediment aggregates are produced by solidification reactions
between solidification additives and sediments (Zentar et al.,
2012; Lemaire et al., 2013). Compared with traditional filling
materials, S/S sediments present higher strength, higher stiffness,
and lower cost (Park et al., 2016), and are widely applied in land
reclamations, dikes, and embankments (Zentar et al., 2012).

However, S/S sediments will suffer erosions from freeze–thaw
cycles (FTs) when they are applied in construction in cold regions
(Kamali et al., 2008; Boz and Sezer, 2018). Macro performance of
S/S sediments will be degraded by freeze–thaw cycles (FTs) (Boz
and Sezer, 2018; Wang et al., 2018). For example, Lake et al.
(2017) have successfully produced S/S sediments with high-
quality performances by adding cement as solidification
agents, but test results showed that hydraulic conductivity
increased by 4.5 times and UCS decreased by 40%, when
sediments solidified by 3% cement only were exposed to 3
FTs. Boz and Sezer (2018) have effectively applied lime,
polypropylene fiber, and basalt fiber to produce S/S sediments
with high resistance to FTs, but test results showed that the mass
loss of S/S sediments still increased up to 10% by 10 FTs,
unconfined compression strength (UCS) decreased 50% at
most, and ultra-pulsive velocity decreased nearly 50% at most,
when lime is absent. It follows that S/S sediments will suffer
hydraulic conductivity increase, strength losses, and mass losses
from FTs. However, stiffness change principles under FTs are still
not clear enough by now, while stiffness parameters including
elastic moduli and deformation moduli are as important as
strength parameters in engineering designs and constructions.
Zentar et al. (2012) applied siliceous–aluminous fly ash and
cement to solidify marine sediments, studied stiffness
parameters such as elastic modulus of S/S sediments during
curing, and UCS of S/S sediments under FTs, but have not
studied elastic modulus changes under FTs. To explore the
stiffness changes of S/S sediments in FTs, authors of the
present study conducted odometer tests on sediments
solidified by cement, lime, and metakaolin under FTs in
previous studies (Wang et al., 2019), captured evolution
principles of void ratio, compression modulus and
consolidation coefficient, and revealed the relative mechanisms
by microanalysis. To move forward a single step, the present
study is going to explore the evolution principles of stress–strain
curves, elastic modulus, and deformation modulus by unconfined
compression strength tests.

Moreover, studies have not given enough importance to
microstructure evolutions of S/S sediments in FTs, to reveal
degradation mechanisms of strength and stiffness. The

microstructure of S/S sediments is composed of solidification
skeletons, sediment aggregates, and pores, generated by
solidification reactions including hydration reactions, ion
exchange reactions between hydrates and sediments,
pozzolanic reactions between hydrated Ca(OH)2 and
sediments, and carbonation reaction between hydrated
Ca(OH)2 and CO2 in the air (Bell, 1996; Zentar et al., 2012;
Ahmed, 2015; Du et al., 2016; Pu et al., 2019a; Ke et al., 2019).
Current studies (Liu et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017) have indicated
that water–ice transformation in the freezing stage of FTs will
produce expansion force to damage the inner structure, ice–water
transformation in the thawing stage of FTs will produce shrinkage
force to damage the inner structure in an inverse direction, and
the microstructure of S/S sediments will be destroyed gradually
when the two forces work alternatively. But with regard to
degradation mechanisms of strength and stiffness by FTs, the
following issues remain to need further explorations: 1) Which
microstructure components are influenced, the solidification
skeletons or sediment aggregates? 2) How are these
microstructure components changed, expanded or shrunk? 3)
How do microstructure component changes affect the strength
and stiffness—what is the damage model?

Studies applied various microanalysis methods such as
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and mercury
intrusion porosimetry (MIP) to reveal the microstructure and
substance compositions of S/S sediments (Bell, 1996; Ahmed,
2015; Pu et al., 2019a; Ke et al., 2019). But the most effective
methods to analyze the degradation of S/S sediments in FTs are
microstructure analyses such as microscopy and porosimetry, rather
than material composition analyses such as EDS, XRD, or thermal
gravimetric analysis (TGA), since freezing and thawing are physical
reactions rather than chemical reactions, no new chemical
substances will be produced, but microstructure changed during
FTs, (Moon et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2015; Hamidi and Marandi,
2018). For example, Lake et al. (2017) have employed transmitted
light optical microscopy and MIP to study the morphology changes
and micropore changes of S/S sediments in FTs, to reveal the
mechanism of hydraulic conductivity increase, and they captured
microcracks generated by FTs, and concluded that hydraulic
conductivity increase during FTs was primarily a result of
cracking in S/S sediments. Commonly, SEM and MIP are
commonly combined to analyze the microstructures of S/S
sediments (Wang et al., 2013, 2015). As pointed out by Lake
et al. (2017), “significant changes in the damaged areas are not
captured via the porosimetry scale” by MIP. The reason is that
smaller micropores (˂100 nm) will be damaged by high pressure
during the measurement process of MIP (Alderete et al., 2017; Li
et al., 2018). Fortunately, nitrogen adsorption porosimetry (NAP)
which is maturely used in many industries including shale gas
production and air purification can measure smaller pores
(˂100 nm) accurately (Pan et al., 2016; Abbaslou et al., 2017).
Therefore, NAP is applied in the present study together with
SEM andMIP to explore themicrostructure of S/S sediments in FTs.

According to the aforementioned analyses, the scope of the
present study includes the following: 1) investigate strength and
stiffness changes of S/S sediments in FTs by UCS tests and direct
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shear tests; 2) investigate the microstructure changes of S/S
sediments in FTs by SEM, MIP, and NAP; and 3) derive the
damage model of S/S sediments in FTs by comprehensive analysis
based on the aforementioned test results. These studies will be
very conducive to promote the durability of S/S sediments facing
the risk of damage from FTs.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Materials and Specimen Preparations
Dredged sediments collected from a site in Hubei Province, China,
are dark, smelly, muddy, and with delicate texture, as shown in
Figure 1A. The initial water content was determined using the oven-
drying method, specific gravity was determined using the bottle
method, grain size distributions were determined using the sieving
method (≥ 0.075mm) and hydrometer method (< 0.075mm),
plastic and liquid limits were determined using the fall cone
method, pH value was obtained using the digital pH meter test
(Figure 1B), and the total organic matter content (TOC) was
determined using the potassium dichromate oxidation titration
method (Figure 1C). The aforementioned physical and chemical
indexes are shown in Table 1. Additionally, we have also measured
the volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from the sediments using
the gas chromatographymethod and sodiumhypochlorite—salicylic
acid spectrophotometricmethod, since the sediments are smelly, and

TOC is high as shown in Table 1. Primary VOCs collected from the
sediment container are hydrogen sulfide (0.214 mg/m3),
methanthiol (0.028mg/m3), acetaldehyde (0.019mg/m3), acetone
(0.018 mg/m3), and ammonia (0.012 mg/m3).

Solidification agents including #325 ordinary Portland
cement, quick-lime powder with 90% CaO content, and
325 mesh metakaolin were purchased from the market.
Cement and lime are commonly used solidification additives
for S/S sediments (Lemaire et al., 2013), while metakaolin can
quickly react with cement, lime, and other alkaline materials to
form a three-dimensional grid solid structure, and is gradually
applied in S/S sediments (Ke et al., 2019).

FIGURE 1 | Specimen preparations: (A) sediments, (B) measurement of pH value, (C) measurement of TOC, (D) mixture stirring, (E) mixture vibrator, (F) S/S
sediment specimen.

TABLE 1 | Physical and chemical indexes of sediments.

Property Value

Initial water content, wi (%) 150
Plastic limit, wP (%) 27
Liquid limit, wL (%) 89
Specific gravity 2.63
Total organic content (%) 4.6
pH 6.3
Sand particle fraction (2mm≥d >0.75mm) (%) 3.9
Silt particle fraction ( 0.75mm≥ d >0.005mm) (%) 39.4
Clay particle fraction ( 0.005mm≥d) (%) 56.7
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When applied as filling materials in land reclamations, dikes,
and embankments, all manufacturing operations of S/S sediments
including raw sediment handling, sediments–additive mixing,
densifying, and pumping are carried out in the slurry state in a
working ship, with the sediment water content larger than the
liquid limit (Tang et al., 2001, 2003). Considering this
background, the specimen preparations of S/S sediments in
the laboratory are also in a slurry state, the water content was
first reduced to 100% which is much higher than the liquid limit
(Tang et al., 2001, 2003); in a slurry state, the sediments were
stirred, mixed with solidification additives (Figure 1D), vibrated
for densification inside the mold (Figure 1E), and cured in a
constant temperature and humidity chamber (25 ± 2°C, 95 ± 1%)
for hardening (Figure 1F).

In order to find the appropriate curing time when samples get
“stable,” a series of trial UCS tests were conducted. Typical UCS
development of S/S sediments is shown in Figure 2. UCS increased
with curing time under standard curing. Before 60 days, strength
increased sharply with curing time. After then, the strength
increase rate decelerated. For 180 days, the strength increase
almost stopped. This means that the strength increase of S/S
sediments by solidification reactions stopped at about 180 days,
and the strength kept stable after then. This changing rule is in
accordance with that of study by Anagnostopoulos (2015), when
silty clay soil solidified by resin and cement was cured for 28, 90,
and 180 days. In that study by Anagnostopoulos (2015),
parameters including UCS, splitting tensile strength, and elastic
modulus stopped increasing after 180 days of curing. Therefore, all
the samples in the present study were cured for 180 days in the
chamber before they were subjected to FTs.

2.2 Test Program
The dosages of additives are different depending on solidified
materials (Saride et al., 2013; Du et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014;
Anagnostopoulos, 2015; Kogbara et al., 2016; Shinsha and
Kumagai, 2018; Wu et al., 2019a; Liu et al., 2019). Considering
the manufacturing process background of S/S sediment in the
slurry state in a working ship as they were applied in an

embankment construction, the dosage of additives is supposed
to be large in the present study, since the water content and void
ratio are high (Anagnostopoulos, 2015; Wu et al., 2019a). In the
study by Pu et al. (2019b), river sediments (moisture content =
27%) solidified by 4% cement and 6% lime possessed UCS less
than 300 kPa. In the study byWu et al. (2019a), marine sediments
(moisture content = 54.5%) solidified by 20% cement and 5%
metakaolin possessed UCS of more than 1,200 kPa. For sediments
we collected in the present study (moisture content of the
sediments is 100%), UCS of S/S sediments is even smaller
than the strength requirements of 600 kPa when 15% of
cement is added, suggesting that the amount of solidification
additives for these sediments is supposed to be bigger (Wu et al.,
2019b). In order to obtain a reasonable mixing proportioning of
“sediments: cement: lime: metakaolin,” three different
proportions are to be surveyed: proportion A = 100:15:0:0,
proportion B = 100:15:5:0, and proportion C = 100:15:5:10.
The optimal one will be selected through UCS tests.

When curing of S/S sediments inside constant temperature
and humidity chamber is accomplished, they were first saturated
using the vacuum saturation method. After then, they were kept
in the chamber at −24°C for 24 h for freezing and at 25°C for
another 24 h for thawing with a preservative film wrapped to
prevent the moisture loss, by referring to ASTMD560-03 (ASTM
D560-03, 2015), whichmade one freeze–thaw cycle. Zero, 3, 6, 12,
and 18 FTs were conducted on S/S sediments, respectively (Lake
et al., 2017; Boz and Sezer, 2018; Wang et al., 2018).
Simultaneously, macro and microanalyses including UCS tests,
direct shear tests, SEM, MIP, and NAP were conducted on S/S
sediment samples at specified FTs.

2.3 Test Methods
The UCS test was carried out on a strain-controlled universal
testing machine with a loading velocity of 0.08 mm/min, by
referring to ASTM D4219-02 (ASTM D4219-02, 2003). The
specimen was a cylinder with 50 mm in diameter and 100 nm
in height.

A direct shear test was conducted on a direct shear apparatus
using the consolidation quick shear method. The specimen was a
cutting ring specimen with 79.8 mm in diameter and 20 mm in
height. When specimen deformation was stable under fixed
normal pressure (deformation in 1 h is smaller than 0.01 mm),
shearing started with a speed of 0.8 mm/min, by referring to
ASTM D3080-04 (ASTM D3080, 2003). Normal pressure was set
to be 100, 200, 300, and 400 kPa, respectively.

All S/S sediment specimens for microanalyses were cut from
direct shear test samples, before testing. Lyophilization treatment
was conducted on every specimen before microanalyses.
Lyophilization treatment can remove the moisture inside S/S
sediments at liquid-nitrogen temperature (−196°C) in a vacuum,
and will not damage the microstructures of S/S sediments as
compared with the traditional oven-drying method. Although
SEM and MIP are widely used for the microstructure analysis of
S/S sediments and tests methods are mature (Wang et al., 2013,
2015), NAP is rarely used for S/S sediments (Pan et al., 2016;
Abbaslou et al., 2017). Therefore, only the NAP method is
introduced in detail in the present study.

FIGURE 2 | Strength development of S/S sediments.
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With a 0.5 cm3 cubic sample, NAP analysis was performed on
a NOVO Touch LX2 nitrogen adsorption analyzer. According to
isothermal adsorption/desorption volume—pressure curves
obtained by NAP, pore sizes can be determined using the BJH
method (Pan et al., 2016). In the BJHmethod, measured pores are
assumed to be cylinder pores. In the adsorption stage, nitrogen
will be adsorbed on the pore surface under liquid-nitrogen
temperature. With an increase in the relative pressure (ratio of
present pressure to saturation pressure) of nitrogen, the thickness
of the adsorbed layer increases. The relationship between the
adsorbed-layer thickness and relative pressure can be expressed
using the Hauser formula as follows (Abbaslou et al., 2017):

t0 � −0.557(log10(p/p0))
−1/3, (1)

where t0 is the adsorbed-layer thickness (nm) and p/p0 is the
relative pressure.

Additionally, the capillary condensation of nitrogen will take
place when relative pressures reach limit pressures of different
sizes of pores. The smaller pores will be filled first by nitrogen
capillary condensation, and bigger ones will be filled when the
relative pressure increases. When the relative pressure reaches 1,
all the pores will be filled. In the desorption stage, the relative
pressure decreases gradually from 1 to 0, liquid nitrogen inside
bigger pores will evaporate first, and then inside the smaller ones.
Based on thermodynamic principles in the capillary, the
relationship between the capillary meniscus curvature radius of
pores and limit relative pressures can be expressed using the
Kelvin formula as follows (Abbaslou et al., 2017):

rk � −2tvm cos(Φ)/(RTln(p/p0)), (2)
where rk is the capillary meniscus curvature radius (nm), T =
77.3 K, vm = 34.65 ml/g, t = 8.85 dyne/cm,V = 0°, and R = 8.315 ×
107 erg (degree. Gram molecule).

The pore size of S/S sediments is the sum of capillary meniscus
curvature radius rk and adsorbed-layer thickness t0, as
r � rk + t0. Here, pore sizes are supposed to be calculated
based on desorption curves since the Kelvin formula is based
on the assumption that the gas–liquid interface is spherical
meniscus.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 UCS Test Results
3.1.1 Characters of Strain–Stress Curves
Strain–stress curves of S/S sediments in FTs are all strain-
softening curves as shown in Figure 3. In the initial stage,
there was a compaction stage with a very small stress increase,
standing for the compaction of microcracks or weak pores. After
then, the hardening stage began and stress increased
monotonously before the peak (UCS). Finally, stress decreased
monotonously after the peak, standing for the softening stage.

There were some differences among the three S/S sediments.
The compaction stage was the most obvious in proportion A and
the least obvious in proportion C, suggesting that the addition of
lime andmetakaolin will reduce the existence of original cracks or

weak pores in S/S sediments. As analyzed earlier, FTs will produce
the expansion force and shrinkage force to damage the original
structures of S/S sediments, and produce more cracks or weak
pores. Therefore, the compaction stage of S/S sediments is
supposed to increase with the increase of FTs. But according
to Figure 3, the compaction stage was diminished by 6 FTs and
then increased afterward, indicating that FTs will diminish
original cracks or weak pores during the first 6 FTs. This is in
contrast to conventional knowledge, and supposed to be proved
or denied by microstructure analysis.

In the hardening stage, the failure of proportion A was the
most brittle, and that of proportion C was the most ductile. The
hardening curves of proportion A were composed of two straight
stages: one close to the compaction stage with a smaller gradient,
and the other one close to the UCS peak with a bigger gradient. In
proportion B, when 5% lime was added, the failure character was
more ductile, and the second straight line bent. In proportion C,
when 10% metakaolin was added, the failure character was
completely ductile, and gradients of curves before the peak
decreased to 0 gradually. This indicates that lime and
metakaolin will decrease the brittleness of S/S sediments,
which is beneficial to engineering stability and safety. But with
the increase in FTs, the brittleness of all the three S/S sediments
increased first and then decreased.

In the softening stage, residual strength was obvious in
proportion A, curves dropped sharply before the residual
strength, and then stress kept stable with the increase of
strain. When additional 5% lime and 10% metakaolin were
added in proportion B and proportion C, the residual
strengths were very hard to be captured, and S/S sediments
lost efficacy fast after the peak. With the increase in FTs, the
residual strength of proportion A diminished gradually. Residual
strength is very important for avoiding the sudden collapse of the
constructed project, when the constructed project such as
embankments or dikes lost their stability.

3.1.2 UCSs and Optimal Proportion of Solidification
Agents
UCSs of the three S/S sediments in different FTs are shown in
Figure 4. UCSs decreased when S/S sediments were exposed to
more FTs. The variation trend is similar to that of the study by
Boz and Sezer (2018), when sediments solidified by lime, basalt
fiber, and polypropylene fiber were exposed to 0–10 FTs. In
proportion A, the decrease was much less before 6 FTs as
compared with at 12 FTs and 18 FTs, and total 36% of the
strength was lost from 569.38 to 364.75 kPa in 18 FTs. In
proportion B, UCS was reduced linearly by the increase of
FTs, and total 28% of the strength was lost from 801.88 to
573.75 kPa. In proportion C, UCS was diminished linearly and
parallel to that of proportion B, and total 28% of the strength was
lost from 908.13 to 655.00 kPa. By this token, proportions B and
C present better resistance to FTs.

Notably, UCS in proportion B was enhanced significantly
when 5% lime was added, and resistance to FTs was
improved, compared with proportion A. UCS in proportion C
increased much less when 10% metakaolin was added. Thus,
based on this discovery, the following tests including the direct
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shear test, SEM, MIP, and NAP to explore strength and stiffness
degradation principles and mechanisms of S/S sediments by FTs,
were all conducted on proportion B only.

3.1.3 Deformation Indexes
Elastic modulus (tangent modulus) and deformation modulus
(secant modulus) are indexes to evaluate the deformation
resistance of S/S sediments to loading. Elastic moduli of S/S
sediments obtained from strain–stress curves in Figure 3 are
shown in Table.2. According to the test standard (ASTM D4219-
02, 2003), the elastic modulus is the gradient of straight line in the
strain–stress curve. However, there are two straight lines between
the compaction stage and UCS peak in strain–stress curves in
proportion A, as shown in Figure 3. For simplicity, the elastic
modulus in proportion A adopted the gradient of the first straight
line in strain–stress curves, based on the definition of elastic

modulus. In proportions B and C, there was just one straight line
and one elastic modulus for each.

As shown in Table.2, elastic moduli increased and then
decreased in FTs for all the 3 S/S sediments. Moreover, elastic
moduli in proportion B increased more in every FTs as compared
with proportion A, and elastic moduli in proportion C increased
more prominently as compared with proportions A and B. This
implies that metakaolin can improve the stiffness remarkably
though not effective in strength enhancing.

Deformation moduli obtained from strain–stress curves in
Figure 3 are shown in Table 3. Deformation modulus evolution
of S/S sediments in different FTs exhibited the same principle as
the elastic modulus, which increased with FTs first, and then
decreased. The addition of 5% lime and 10% metakaolin
improved deformation moduli a lot.

FIGURE 3 | Strain-stress curves S/S sediments in FTs: (A) Proportion A, (B) Proportion B, (C) Proportion C.

FIGURE 4 | UCSs of S/S sediments in FTs.

TABLE 2 | Elastic modulus of S/S sediments in FTs (kPa).

FTs Proportion A Proportion B Proportion C

0 18,486.08 26,231.47 51,291.52
3 14,771.61 39,209.62 84,182.52
6 26,887.00 55,158.57 39,563.52
12 26,598.62 31,583.22 49,475.67
18 13,779.64 19,854.11 26,691.97

TABLE 3 | Deformation modulus of S/S sediments in FTs (kPa).

FTs Proportion A Proportion B Proportion C

0 11,812.86 18,060.36 33,634.81
3 13,867.00 24,013.22 43,935.64
6 22,782.61 38,036.00 38,542.34
12 11,715.08 16,636.90 42,876.40
18 12,102.65 13,969.51 24,080.88
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Since both elastic modulus and deformation modulus of S/S
sediments increased first and then decreased during FTs, it is
reasonable to infer that the erosion of FTs to S/S sediments is
successive, but abrupt changes happened in the successive erosion
course. For both elastic modulus and deformation modulus, they
started to decrease from 6 FTs in proportions A and B, and started
to decrease from 3 FTs in proportion C.

3.2 Direct Shear Test Results
A direct shear test is a basic test to obtain constitutive parameters
(cohesion and friction angle) for stability evaluations of S/S
sediments constructed projects. Shear strengths and
constitutive parameters in different FTs are shown in Figures
5, 6 respectively. Under any specific normal stresses, strengths
decreased as FTs increased. Cohesion dropped from 109.65 kPa
(0 FTs) to 71.35 kPa (18 FTs) with increase of FTs, 30% of
cohesion was lost in total. The friction angle decreased from
30.2 to 22.64° with the increase in FTs, and 25% of the friction
angle was lost in total.

The decrease rate of cohesion decelerated from 0 to 6 FTs, and
then kept stable. The decreased rate of friction angle decelerated
from 0 to 6 FTs, and then started to accelerate until 18 FTs. This
indicates that the abrupt change in FT erosion occurred at around
6 FTs, based upon the aforementioned analysis of elastic modulus
and deformation modulus. This inference is supposed to be
proved or denied by microstructure analysis.

3.3 Microstructure Analysis by SEM
SEM images of S/S sediments in FTs are shown in Figure 7 on the
scale of 20 µm. S/S sediments are in a ternary structure composed
of solidification skeletons, sediments, and pores distributed
randomly as shown in Figure 7B, presenting a similar
structure to sediments solidified by cement, lime, and fly ash
in the study performed by Wang et al. (2013). Sediments
appeared as sediment aggregates all the time. No obvious
cracks were observed initially. Smaller sediment particles were
adsorbed on the surface, presenting a stable structure. When S/S
sediments were exposed to FTs, smaller particles were flushed,

microstructures were revealed, and cracks were generated inside
the sediment aggregates. With the increase in FTs, pores were
destroyed, and cracks inside sediment aggregates developed in
size and quantity. At 12 FTs, cracks at the interfaces between
solidification skeletons and sediments appeared gradually, and
joint cracks occurred. At 18 FTs, cracks were crisscross, some
areas were destroyed, and solidification skeletons were almost
separated from the sediments. All the cracks were inside
sediments, or at the interfaces between solidification skeletons
and sediment aggregates. No solidification skeletons were cut off
and no cracks inside the skeletons were observed. The occurrence
of joint cracks after 6 FTs has explained why evolution tendencies
of elastic modulus, deformation modulus, cohesion, and friction
angle started to change after 6 FTs.

According to these SEM images, developments of pores
represent the damage course of S/S sediment microstructure.
Micropores inside S/S sediments include the following types as
shown in Figure 7F: 1) pores among sediment particles inside
sediment aggregates, 2) pores among sediment aggregates, 3)
pores inside solidification skeletons, 4) pores among solidification
skeletons, 5) pores at the interfaces between solidification
skeletons and sediment aggregates, and 6) gaps between
solidification skeletons. As shown in Figures 6E, 7A, the
changes in pores among sediment aggregates and the
interfaces between solidification skeletons and sediment
aggregates are visible, the changes in pores among
solidification skeletons and the gaps between solidification
skeletons are not clear, and the changes in pores among
sediment particles inside sediment aggregates and those inside
solidification skeletons are invisible. Therefore, porosimetry
including MIP and NAP is appended for further investigation
of the microstructure of S/S/sediments.

3.4 Microstructure Analysis by MIP
Cumulative intrusion—pore size curves of S/S sediments at
different FTs are shown in Figure 8. The end of the three
intrusion curves moved upward in FTs, suggesting that the
total pore volume increased, and pores among solidification

FIGURE 5 | Shear strengths of S/S sediments in FTs. FIGURE 6 | Constitutive parameters of S/S sediments in FTs.
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skeletons were expanded. As discussed earlier, Lake et al. (2017)
have also studied the microstructure of S/S sediments before and
after being exposed to 3 FTs by MIP. In their study, for sediments
solidified by 3% cement, the pore volume of “dry” samples
decreased after being exposed to FTs, while the pore volumes
of “wet” samples and “optimum” samples increased after exposed
to FTs. For sediments solidified by 6% cement, the pore volume of
“dry” samples increased after being exposed to FTs, while the
pore volumes of “wet” samples and “optimum” samples
decreased after being exposed to FTs. It is summarized that

the pore volume changes of samples after being exposed to
FTs are different according to the amount of solidification
additives and moisture content. In the present study, the
moisture content of sediments is 100%, 10% cement and 5%
lime are applied to solidify sediments. Also, the pore volume
change principle in the present study is accordant with those of
“dry” samples solidified by 3% cement and “wet/optimum”
samples solidified by 6% cement in the study performed by
Lake et al. (2017), suggesting that the pore volume changes in
the present study are reliable.

FIGURE 7 | Microstructures of S/S sediments in FTs: (A) 0 FT, (B) 3 FTs, (C) 6 FTs, (D) 12 FTs, (E) 18 FTs, (F) pore structure distributions.
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Threshold values representing the initial intrusion of mercury
into S/S sediments reduced in FTs as shown in Figure 8. In the
intrusion process of mercury, mercury is supposed to intrude into
S/S sediments through gaps among solidification skeletons first. In
other words, threshold values stand for sizes of the gaps. Therefore,
it is concluded that, when solidification skeletons were adjusted
under the alternant influence of expansion and shrinkage forces in
FTs, the gaps diminished. Correspondingly, the compaction stages
reduced first during the first 6 FTs as shown in strain–stress curves
in Figure 3, due to the diminishment of gaps (weak pores) among
solidification skeletons. But as shown in Figure 7, joint cracks
occurred after 6 FTs, so the compaction stages of S/S sediments
increased again. In a similar way, elastic modulus, deformation
modulus, and brittleness increased first due to the diminishment of
gaps and then decreased due to the occurrence of joint cracks, and
the friction angle decrease rate decelerated first due to the
diminishment of gaps and then accelerated due to the
occurrence of joint cracks.

As shown in Figure 9, incremental intrusion—pore size curves
of S/S sediments contain two peaks—one close to 105 nm (Peak 1)
and the other close to 2 × 103 nm (Peak 2), which is accordant
with the study performed by Lake et al. (2017). In FTs, the
position of peak 2 moved toward the smaller size direction while
position of peak 1 did not shift, the pore volume near peak 2
increased significantly, presenting similar principles as evolutions
of “optimum” sediments solidified by 3% cement in FTs in the

study performed by Lake et al. (2017). This indicates that the
volume of smaller pores increased in FTs. Additionally, an
inversion point in incremental curves existed at about 2 ×
103 nm. Before the inversion point, the curve at 0 FT was
always above the others; and after that point, the curve at 0
FT was always below the others. This means that bigger pores (>2
× 103 nm) were destroyed by FTs, and transformed into smaller
ones. The reasons are as follows: 1) water is stored inside
sediment aggregates; in FTs, 2) expansion forces in the
freezing stage and shrinkage force in the thawing stage directly
work inside the sediment aggregates, and then 3) some of the
sediment aggregates fractured into smaller aggregates, pores
among sediment aggregates transformed into pores among
smaller fractured sediment aggregates, or pores among
sediment particles. The aforementioned analysis can be proved
by the expansion of interfaces between sediments and
solidification skeletons as shown in Figure 7, since sediment
aggregates fractured and were stripped off from solidification
skeletons. Moreover, it is concluded that pores among sediment
aggregates are bigger than 2 × 103 nm.

When sediment aggregates fractured, they were stripped off
from solidification skeletons. As a result, solidification skeletons
lost support, and strength of S/S decreased under FTs. With
sediment aggregates being stripped off gradually, skeletons
adjusted, and gaps between skeletons diminished
correspondingly. When more sediment aggregates were

FIGURE 8 |Cumulative intrusion curves of S/S sediments in FTs by MIP. FIGURE 9 | Incremental intrusion curves of S/S sediments in FTs byMIP.

TABLE 4 | Pore size distributions of S/S sediments during FTs by NAP.

Total Micropore (d <
4 nm)

Mesopore (4 nm < 1d <
100 nm)

Macropore
(d > 100 nm)

FT 0 Volume (ml/g) 0.17 0.00 0.13 0.04
Ratio/% 1.00 0.00 77.07 22.93

FT 6 Volume (ml/g) 0.15 0.00 0.10 0.04
Ratio/% 1.00 0.00 70.21 29.79

FT 12 Volume (ml/g) 0.13 0.00 0.10 0.03
Ratio/% 1.00 0.00 75.11 24.89

1d is the diameter of the pores.
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fractured, solidification skeletons could not keep stable and
collapsed. As a result, pores among skeletons (“d” in
Figure 7F) diminished, smaller pores were produced, and
joint cracks occurred after 6 FTs.

As shown in Figure 9, pore-size distribution differences in FTs
are not clear for those <102 nm. In the study performed by Lake
et al. (2017), differences between control samples and samples
exposed to FTs cannot be captured by MIP either, for pores
smaller than 102 nm in diameter. The reason is that the
measurement of smaller pores is not accurate by MIP, since
smaller pores are damaged by MIP high pressures. They have
proposed this problem, but have not given proper methods to
solve it. In the present study, NAP is appended to analyze the
smaller pores of S/S sediments (<100 nm). In NAP
measurements, pressure is not high enough to damage pore
structures.

3.5 Microstructure Analysis by NAP
Cumulative pore volume/incremental pore volume—pore size
curves of S/S sediments at different FTs obtained by NAP are
shown in Figure 10. For all the cumulative curves, initial parts
coincided before 20 nm, indicating that FTs had no significant
influence on pores smaller than 20 nm. After 20 nm, the curve
moved upward at 0 FT, maintained the gradient at 6 FTs, and
moved downward at 12 FTs, indicating that FTs reduced the
volume of pores in the measured pore size range.

For all the incremental curves, curves can be divided into two
sections: before pore size of 20 nm, and after that. The difference

FIGURE 10 | Pore size distributions of S/S sediments in FTs by NAP.

FIGURE 11 | Damage model of S/S sediments by FTs.
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among the 3 S/S sediments was not very clear before 20 nm.
When pore sizes were bigger than 20 nm, the gradient started to
decline in every curve, and then trended to be stable. Under the
influence of FTs, curves dropped downward correspondingly,
implying that FTs reduced the volume of pores bigger than
20 nm, the same as the situation in the cumulative pore
volume—pore size curves.

According to IUPAC classification, pores obtained can be classified
asmicropores,mesopores, andmacropores (Sing et al., 2008), as shown
inTable 4. The total pore volumedecreasedwith FTs.Micropores have
not been detected byNAP.Mesopores accounted formore than 70%of
the pore volume, and their volume ratio decreased first and then
increased with FTs.Macropores accounted for less than 30%, and their
volume ratio increased first and then decreased with FTs. Meanwhile,
themacropore volume ratio increased as compared with themesopore
all the time. Combined with the analysis shown in Figure 10, it is
concluded that FTs transformed some mesopores into macropores,
and transformed somemacropores into pores even bigger than 200 nm
that cannot bemeasured in the presentNAP analysis. According to the
SEM images inFigure 7, these changed pores are those inside sediment
aggregates. When pores inside sediment aggregates were expanded,
sediment aggregates were destroyed gradually. As a result, solidification
skeletons were adjusted and collapsed, and joint cracks occurred.

Before 6 FTs, some mesopores were expanded into macropores,
and somemacropores were expanded into those bigger than 200 nm;
as a result, the mesopore volume decreased while the macropore
volume was not changed. After 6 FTs, the mesopore volume was not
changed while some macropores decreased, since they were still
expanded into those bigger than 200 nm. Combined with the
analysis by SEM and MIP, it is concluded that FTs primarily
work inside mesopores before 6 FTs, and then inside macropores
after 6 FTs, when sediment aggregates fractured and solidification
skeletons collapsed, and constraints on sediments from solidification
skeletons were partially released. As a result, the decrease rate of
cohesion reached aminimum value after 6 FTs, since cohesion of S/S
sediments is mainly from those mesopores rather than macro pores.

3.6 Damage Model of S/S Sediments by FTs
By comprehensive analysis of UCS tests, direct shear tests, SEM,
MIP, and NAP, a damage model of S/S sediments in FTs is
derived as shown in Figure 11.

Mesopores and macropores inside sediment aggregates are
expanded by FTs; as a result, sediment aggregates are fractured
and stripped off from solidification skeletons gradually;
correspondingly, solidification is adjusted and gaps between them
diminish gradually. We define this as the “skeleton adjustment”
stage. When too many sediment aggregates are stripped off from
solidification skeletons, these skeletons lose support from sediments
and collapse suddenly. We define this as the “skeleton collapse”
stage. Joint cracks occur when the “skeleton collapse” stage starts.

In UCS tests, compaction stages diminish first and then increase
in FTs. The primary bearing structure in the initial loading stages
inside S/S sediments is solidification skeletons rather than sediment
aggregates. The compaction stage represents the unstable structures
of solidification skeletons. As analyzed earlier, gaps between
solidification skeletons diminish under the influence of FTs, so the
compaction stages reduce in FTs due to the “skeleton adjustment”

before 6 FTs. In the “skeleton collapse” stage, joint cracks occur, so the
compaction stage increases due to these cracks. Similarly, brittleness
and stiffness parameters of S/S sediments increase first due to
“skeleton adjustment” and decrease due to “skeleton collapse.”

In UCS tests and direct shear tests, all the strength indexes
decrease in FTs, since solidification skeletons lose support from
sediments due to the gradual damage of sediment aggregates. But
the decrease rate of friction angle decelerates first due to “skeleton
adjustment,” and then accelerates due to “skeleton collapse.” The
decrease rate of cohesion decelerates first due to the damage of
mesopores in the “skeleton adjustment” stage, and then keeps
stable whenmesopores are not damaged anymore since constraints
on sediments gets released in the “skeleton collapse” stage.

According to the damage model of S/S sediments by FTs, all
the strength and stiffness degradations of S/S sediments derive
from the expansion of meso and macropores and damage of
sediment aggregates containing those pores. Therefore, the
reasonable way to promote the resistance of S/S sediments to
FTs, is to reduce meso and macropore volumes or strengthen
those pore structures, including but not limited to: 1) apply more
compaction or vibrating during the S/S sediment production
process, to minimum volume of those meso and macrpores; 2)
add nano materials such as nanometer silicon powder to fill those
meso and macropores, and strengthen pore structures; 3) add
specific additives to enhance the strength of those meso and
macropore structures.

4 CONCLUSION

Macro tests, microanalyses, and theoretical analyses were
conducted to analyze the strength and stiffness degradation
mechanisms of S/S sediments by freeze–thaw cycles (FTs), and
the following conclusions are obtained:

1. Mesopores (4 nm < d < 100 nm) andmacropores (d < 100 nm)
inside sediment aggregates are expanded by FTs, and sediment
aggregates are damaged gradually. As a result, strength indexes
including UCS, residual strength, shear strength, cohesion,
and friction angle of S/S sediments decrease all the time
during FTs.

2. With the damage of sediment aggregates, solidification
skeletons are adjusted initially, and gaps between
solidification skeletons diminish gradually. We defined this
stage as “skeleton adjustment.”

3. Due to skeleton adjustment, stiffness parameters including
elastic modulus and deformation modulus increase, brittleness
of S/S sediments increase, decrease rate of friction angle
decreases, and compaction stage of stress–strain curves
diminish.

4. When more and more sediment aggregates were damaged,
solidification skeletons lose support from sediments and
collapse, joint cracks occur in S/S sediments. We defined
this stage as “skeleton collapse.”

5. Due to skeleton collapse, stiffness parameters decrease,
brittleness decrease, decrease rate of friction angle increase,
and compaction stage increase.
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6. The decrease rate of cohesion decelerates due to mesopore
damages in “skeleton adjustment,” and then keeps stable in the
“skeleton collapse” stage when constraints on sediments get
released.

7. All the strength and stiffness degradations of S/S sediments by
FTs derive from expansion of meso/macropores and damage
of sediment aggregates containing those pores. The reasonable
way to promote the resistance of S/S sediments to FTs, is to
reduce volumes of those meso and macropores, or strengthen
those pore structures.
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